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In contrast to genetic diagnostic disciplines such as Oncogenetics and Cinical Genetics, where worldwide, since
2010, tens of thousands of DNA samples are routinely screened annually using either targeted genome sequencing or whole genome sequencing using massively parallel sequencing (MPS), the forensic use of MPS is still
far from being a routine diagnostic tool. This perspectives focusses on issues that are essential in order to fully
understand (i) why MPS of short tandem repeats (STRs) is very different from the capillary electrophoresis (CE)
based genotyping of STRs, (ii) what we, DNA experts, should know before explaining MPS-based evidence in
court, and (iii) what information should be present in a forensic investigation report that is MPS-based. Here one
has to keep in mind that the forensic use of CE was first introduced in 1992–1993 and that it took some time to
fully appreciate all intricacies. Obviously, I might be biased in my opinion, having worked on this topic since
2008, but I sincerely hope that MPS will soon be widely accepted and used because, especially in case of mixedsource DNA samples, MPS is much better in the deconvolution of the individual contributors and invariably
reveals genetic information that cannot be inferred otherwise.

1. Scope of this paper
In the context of this article August 31, 2011 can be seen as a historical day for the forensic use of next generation sequencing (NGS) or
as it is most commonly referred to, massively parallel sequencing
(MPS). In a rather hot Vienna, Austria, this day saw the first formal
plenary session of the 24th ISFG conference containing three presentations specifically dealing with the forensic application of MPS. Six
Years later, during the 27th ISFG meeting in Seoul, South Korea, at least
19 out of 60 (or 32%) oral presentations dealt with MPS related topics.
This at least suggests that the forensic use of MPS became a routine
diagnostic tool. However, as we speak (unless I am very ill informed),
few, if any, forensic investigations involving MPS-based results have
been presented in Court. This indicates that MPS is still far from being
routinely used in forensics. This is in sharp contrast with other genetic
diagnostic disciplines such as Oncogenetics and Cinical Genetics, where
worldwide, since 2010, tens of thousands of DNA samples are routinely
screened annually, using either targeted genome sequencing or whole
genome sequencing using MPS. For this, there are, of course, a number
of mitigating factors. First, these other genetic disciplines were never
hampered by the availability of invariably minute amounts of degraded
DNA and were already used to screen DNA samples for genetic variants
at the whole genome level first by means of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array platforms for at least 20 Years [1], using
bioinformatics tools to interpret their results. Subsequently, it was

relatively small step for these laboratories to enter into the even more
complex MPS-era [2,3]. They were also quick to act in terms of ethical
guidelines [4] and could rapidly benefit from the already well established and authoritative human genome variation society nomenclature
guidelines [5].
In a strict sense, this is not be an extensive review, but a perspectives paper in which I will explore the various reasons why, in forensics,
MPS is still not “now”, and what could (or should?) be done to make it
“now”. I will not discuss the technical background of the various MPS
platforms and methodologies. For that, there are excellent review papers [6,7]. I will further restrict myself to the use of MPS for short
tandem repeats - STRs – as other papers in this special issue deal with
other genetic MPS targets, including mitochondrial DNA and autosomal
microhaplotypes. I will use examples from my own – Dutch – forensic
laboratory, where we use exclusively MPS-STR kits from Promega and
sequence the PCR product on the Illumina MiSeq platform. Obviously, I
would say, I am aware that there are other MPS kits and alternative
MPS sequence platforms that perform equally efficient, produce equally
complex sequence reads data sets, and are also faced with equally
challenging data interpretations issues.
This perspectives is structured according to issues that are essential
in order to fully understand (a) why MPS of STRs is very different from
the current golden standard: capillary electrophoresis (CE) of STRs,
routinely in use since 1995 [8]; (b) what we, DNA experts, if asked,
need to be able to explain in Court when presenting MPS-based
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Fig. 1. A simplified explanation of the main
differences between CE genotyping of STRs
and MPS of STRs.
In this theoretical example, a PCR is designed
to reveal the genetic variation of a single STR
locus. The DNA sample has two different alleles, both four repeats long. One allele contains a CTGG instead of a CTAG repeat unit.
The other allele contains a SNP in the
5′flanking region, a T > G mutation 7 bp.
prior to the first repeat unit. When using CE,
the PCR uses a set of PCR primers of which one
primer has a fluorescent label. After PCR, all
PCR products will include this fluorochrome,
enabling the detecting of the PCR products on
a CE platform. As both alleles are 4 repeats
long, only a single peak will be visible. For this
locus, this DNA sample will be called a homozygote when using CE. When using MPS, the
PCR primers are not labeled with a fluorochrome. All PCR products are simply sequenced on a MPS platform, resulting in a long
list of sequence reads. For the sake of simplicity, in this example 12 sequence reads are
shown (panel 1). Six reads (01 – 06) contain
the T > G mutation in the 5′flanking region. Six other reads (07–12) contain the CTGG repeat. Upon further inspection, three more genetic variants are detected. A
single read (01) contains a C > G error 7 bp. 3′of the repeat structure. Another read [10] contains a G > C error 16 bp. 3′of the repeat structure. Finally, read 12
shows a T > C error at the second position of the sequence. This full spectrum of sequence variation is summarized in panel 2. A total of five different sequence
variants were detected in this sample. Two variants (02 and 03) were seen multiple times and probably reflect the true alleles. A further three variants (01, 04, and
05) are seen only once; their defining SNP likely representing error reads: reads containing PCR or sequence induced sequence errors.

of the major strengths of this technology.
This fundamental difference in experimental design has two practical consequences, especially when one has to explain STR results in
court. First, when CE based, the only annoying experimental error one
frequently encounters are “stutter” alleles. These are caused by slippage
during DNA-replication in vivo and/or in vitro during a PCR reaction
[12,13]. In DNA samples from a single person, genuine alleles and
stutter alleles can be easily distinguished. However, the analysis of
unbalanced mixtures with low minor contributions is frequently complicated by stutter alleles that cannot be distinguished from genuine
alleles of the minor contributors [14]. Furthermore, what is also not
revealed by CE analysis of STRs are the erroneous base pair substitutions, mainly due to DNA editing errors occurring during PCR [15], as
these do not influence the underlying fragment lengths. In this respect,
MPS reveals the entire spectrum of errors: (i) stutters caused by DNA
slippage during PCR, (ii) base pair errors due to DNA editing errors
during PCR, (iii) strand slippage (mainly at homopolymer stretches)
during sequencing, and (iv) base pair errors caused by substitution type
miscalls during sequencing [16]. There is sufficient evidence to assume
that the latter two sources of error are sequence platform dependent
[17,18]. Second, results of CE analysis of STRs are translated into a very
simple data file that, essentially, only contains STR locus names, the
length(s) of STR alleles, and the fluorescent intensities (or peak-heights)
detected by the CE platform. These results can be visualized in easy to
explain (but not necessarily easy to understand) peak-profiles, which
have been in use for over 20 Years (see Figs. 1 and 2). Results of an MPS
experiment can be stored in two relatively simple file formats, each
representing all individual DNA sequence reads produced during the
MPS analysis: FASTQ [19] and / or FASTA [20]. However, as MPS
platforms produce between several tens of millions to many hundreds
of millions of sequence reads in a single experiment, one has to rely on
specially designed software that translates these millions of reads into
an experimental summary that one can understand and present
[21–23]. Furthermore, as these DNA sequence files contain all reads
produced by the platform, i.e. those representing true alleles and those
containing any kind of PCR/sequence error, the MPS software packages
used to interpret, summarize and visualize all sequence data need to be

evidence, and, (c) what information should be present in a MPS-based
forensic investigation report. I will also touch upon the issue of storing
MPS-based STR genotypes in National/International STR-profile databases. In the following I will frequently describe two different sources of
genetic variation: mutation and error. I will use mutation when describing a genetic variant that is carried by the donor of the DNA
sample, whereas I will use error to indicate any genetic variant that was
caused by technical (predominantly PCR-induced and sequence-induced) inadequacies when processing and analyzing the DNA molecules. When simply sequencing (especially mixed) DNA samples it will
not always enable one to differentiate between the two, but one might
be in a position to make a (well educated) guess.
2. The difference between the use of MPS and CE to explore STR
variation
The most obvious, and in many aspects also the most important
difference between MPS results and CE results is the difference in the
measured outcome of both technologies (see Fig. 1). In all its seemingly
simplicity, for the purpose of STR genotyping, CE translates machinemeasured DNA-molecule migration times into DNA fragment lengths
[9–11] which, to further aid interpretation, are visualized in peakprofiles and tables with a very simple string of numbers representing
these fragment lengths. However, CE does not provide information
about the underlying base pair variation of the DNA sample that is
studied. This has a major consequence: CE analysis of STRs
underestimates the underlying genetic variation present in the DNA
sample. Homoplasy, similar sized DNA fragments with different sequence compositions which display identical fragment sizes in CE, is
well known, but cannot be detected. With MPS, irrespective of the
underlying sequence technology, the final experimental result is represented as DNA sequences that reveal all underlying sequence variation in the targeted DNA sample. These DNA sequences can be
translated, in the case of STRs, into DNA fragment lengths but this is not
strictly necessary, unless one wants to compare MPS STR results with
CE STR results. Homoplasy is no longer a problem. I would say the
opposite: with MPS based detection of STRs, revealing homoplasy is one
176
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Fig. 2. Graphical outputs of CE detection of
STRs and the FDSTools summary of MPS of
STRs.
Shown are partial graphical outputs (of two
different DNA samples) reflecting the results of
CE-based STR genotyping (panel A) and MPSbased STR genotyping (panel B) as produced
with FDSTools. As shown in panel A, the
electropherogram visualizes the genetic variation as peaks with their heights measured in
rfu’s (relative fluorescent units), and the alleles
designated in terms of number of repeats below
each allele. In the case of MPS, for each allele
the number of reads with a specific genetic
variation is shown as a bar and further specified in a table. For more information see reference [23].

of PCR errors and sequence errors, it is crucial, for a proper interpretation of the results of each experiment, to understand the experimental error-profile of the complete analytical procedure. Where with
CE, one needs “only” to keep track of issues as peak-bleed through,
peak-shifts, allele-imbalance, unusual high stutters, and new alleles at
unexpected locations in the STR profile, with MPS one has to explore
the sequence variation among many millions of individual sequence
reads. This is best explained with a simple example (Fig. 3). As with CE,
where one routinely only considers peaks above a certain fluorescent
intensity detection threshold (say 50 rfu’s) as genuine peaks, with MPS,
at least when using FDSTools, one also has to set an analytical threshold
– AT -, in this case the number reads with an identical sequence
structure. It strongly depends on the experimental design. If one has
pooled many different DNA samples for database purposes into a single
MPS run, one expects less reads per sample and per locus (in case of a
multiplex STR design), compared to a run with only a few case samples
pooled. In our example, taken from our reference population screening
we expected roughly 12,000 reads per allele. In this case, (see panel A
in Fig. 3), we obtained close to 13,000 reads for CSF1PO allele 11 and
over 16,000 reads for allele 10 (for a full explanation how to understand and read this figure see reference [23]. We also detected close to
5000 CSF1PO reads that were labelled by FDSTools as “other sequences”. All these sequence reads, since that is how FDSTools works,
are sequence reads that align with the full CSF1PO reference sequence
but lack the abundancy to pass user-specified thresholds such as coverage or percentage of total locus reads. Whether or not these sequences
are visualized as distinct bars in the graphical output depends on the
settings of the AT. In panel A of Fig. 3, I put the AT at 12 (or 1/1,000 of
the number of reads expected for genuine alleles). As a consequence
only four allelic variants were displayed: alleles 10 and 11, an allele 12
(probably representing a +1 forward stutter and categorized as
“noise”) and the “other sequences”. If one reduces the AT to its
minimum value, 2, one gets a very different summary (see panel B of
Fig. 3). All unique sequences with a minimum of 2 reads are now visualized. I only show a few of these here. All additional unique sequences shown have an identical PCR amplicon length of allele 10 (no.
1 in panel B of Fig. 3), but show the full spectrum of possible genetic
variation, varying from purely alternative repeat motifs (no. 2 and 3) to
single nucleotide polymorphisms - SNPs – (no. 4, but also others in

able to distinguish between “chaff and wheat” in such a way that,
preferably, one can always, in retrospect, go back to the original sequence data and explore them in alternative ways if requested. In
contrast to the CE analysis of STRs, with MPS there is no longer a
golden standard with respect to the platform and software. Therefore, it
is more difficult to directly compare MPS results among platforms, laboratories and forensic DNA experts. And, perhaps even more important, in order to translate MPS STR results to a format that one can
compare with CE STR results, one needs new nomenclature rules that,
preferably, have maximum clarity. In short, when used to study the STR
variation in a crime-scene sample, CE only informs about DNA fragment
length variation, whereas MPS results represent the full spectrum of
possible DNA sequence variation. One might be tempted to translate
complex MPS STR results into something that is similar to CE STR results, but by doing so, one ignores all additional genetic variation information that might by crucial for a criminal investigation.
2.1. What we should understand and be able to explain when presenting
MPS-based evidence
In order to analyze, interpret, and summarize forensic MPS-STR
results my lab uses FDSTools, an
open-source software solution that was developed specifically for
this purpose [23]. What we had in mind was a tool that would enable us
not only to process all raw MPS data, but also to have a simple and
portable tool that would allow a DNA expert to summarize, visualize,
and explain almost all individual DNA sequences in a flexible fashion in
court. When MPS is used, STRs are evaluated as sequence variants that
each has particular stutter characteristics which can be precisely determined.
FDSTools uses a database of reference samples to determine stutter
and other systemic PCR or sequencing artefacts for each individual
allele. In addition, stutter models are created for each repeating element in order to predict stutter artefacts for alleles that are not included
in the reference set. This information is subsequently used to recognize
and compensate for the noise in a sequence profile. The result is a better
representation of the true composition of a sample (Fig. 2).
Since, as stated before, MPS of STRs not only reveals all genuine
sequence variants, but also sequences representing the entire spectrum
177
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Fig. 3. MPS of STRs without and with error
reads revealed.
Panel A shows the output of a single locus
(CSF1PO), with the baseline threshold at 12
reads, meaning that only sequence variants
with 13 or more reads are visualized and all
other reads summarized as “other sequences”.
Panel B shows the result of the same sample,
but now with the baseline threshold set at 2.
This reveals a lot more unique sequence
structures, all with 12 or less reads, probably
reflecting the wide spectrum of PCR and sequence errors. Note that, because of the long
list of allele 10 sequence variants, cut-short for
graphical purposes, allele 11 is missing from
this panel.

(but not in the report) in the form of summarizing bar graphs and tables
such as shown in panel B of Fig. 2 and A in Fig. 3. Furthermore, there
are legal restrictions which respect to the specific type of locus one can
use (and report) in any forensic DNA investigation. All underlying data
as FASTQ and FASTA files, including all error reads, an error read
summary and other relevant data informing about the quality of the
MPS experiment, is only stored digitally and is only made available
upon special request. In the case of explaining MPS-STR results in
Court, all data, after processing with FDSTools, is available as HTMLformat files that can be shown and discussed with the help of a graphical user interface and any browser. I always transfer these HTML
files to my IPAD and simply use Safari as the browser. This is a very
safe, flexible and stable solution and can be done on any stand-alone
computer.
In addition to the genetic data (being error reads or reads reflecting
genuine alleles) there is quite a lot of additional information that should
be stored. Since a single run on an MPS platform produces millions of
sequence reads, it is customary to pool different DNA samples to be
sequenced together. Exactly how many one can pool strongly depends
on the required number of sequence reads per sample and per allele.
This raises the opportunity for a flexible case-by-case and/or sample-bysample experimental approach. Exactly how many samples one wishes
to analyse in a single run is entirely up to the user, although some
companies of sequence platforms and sequencing kits do give general
guidelines. Obviously, for the purpose of database or reference samples,
one can pool much more samples into a single experiment whereas for
some mixed-source crime-scene samples with very skewed minor contribution (say 1%–5%) one might use a more substantial part of the
sequence run. This aspect of MPS-STR based genotyping clearly needs
more -concerted - testing. In the case of my laboratory, as a rule of
thumb we aim at a minimum of 100 reads per locus for a single-source
reference or database sample and a minimum of 50–100 reads for the
lowest contributing allele per locus in a mixture. If one indeed pools
different samples into a single MPS run, one has to keep track of the
individual barcodes that are used to uniquely label all PCR products of a
single DNA sample. For this, again, there are no recommendations or
guidelines, and one has, for the time being, to use common sense.

panel B of Fig. 3), likely representing error reads: reads containing PCR
or sequence induced sequence errors.
Exactly how many error-reads are produced during MPS of STRs,
and if certain error patterns are more frequent, is still unknown. We
know very little about this issue (but see [16,24]. What we do know is
that sequence error patterns can be MPS platform specific (perhaps
even individual machine specific) and, as we have learned from ancient
DNA research, some sequence errors might be caused by DNA degradation. In addition, we also keep track of the forward / reverse sequence read balance - FRB -. Alleles passing the AT but showing a
marked skewed FRB are labelled with a red * (see panel B in Fig. 3). Too
many alleles showing a skewed FRB could indicate erroneous MPS
conditions. It is important to be aware that many of these error reads
are also produced during the CE analysis of STRs but, because their
amplicon lengths are identical, they are simply part of the “sequence”
peaks that form the “true” alleles in a CE electropherogram. As with CE,
each individual laboratory should study the full spectrum of MPS related error issues themselves, as these will vary among MPS platforms,
MPS kits, and, more importantly, by the DNA fragments that are targeted. Clear and concise guidelines are not (yet) available.
3. What information (and how) should be present in a MPS-based
forensic investigation report
Since with MPS one obtains the full sequence structure of the DNA
fragments that were targeted, there will be legal restrictions in many
Countries that could prevent the reporting scientists from including the
all MPS results of a forensic investigation in the form of e.g. FASTA file
or the full description of all the sequence variation. As an example, in
the Netherlands, it is legally not allowed to include, in the report, any
exact information of the genetic variation underlying the forensic investigation results. Obviously, these genetic data are available and
added to the complete investigation file, but both the prosecutor and
the defence has to submit a special request to obtain these underlying
data. In the case of CE, this additional information is usually in the form
of the peak-profiles or electropherograms, and or tables that summarizes all underlying STR data. For MPS, this is, as explained above, a
bit more complex. For the time being, that is, until a number of MPSbased forensic DNA investigations have been tried and tested in Dutch
Court, we include the MPS-STR results (as pdf-file) in the full case-file
178
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4. Storing MPS-based STR genotypes in National/International
STR-profile databases

subsequently assembled and aligned, or was a less inclusive sequence strategy used? Was the full length of the PCR amplicon sequenced, the length being dependent on the MPS platform or were
partially sequenced amplicons assembled aligned?
5 Recommendations about formats necessary to store all MPS results.
6 Minimum requirements of software used to analyses and summarize
MPS results. What information should be immediately available?
7 Statistical software packages that were developed for the interpretation of the evidential value of CE based match between STR
profiles need to be adjusted to the new allele designations provided
by MPS experiments.

Storing the results of CE genotyping of STRs in any kind of STR
profile database is extremely simple. The sample code, the locus name,
and the genotyping result are the three default parameters that can be
entered as very simple and short text-strings. Additional information
such as individual peak heights and the multiplex STR kit use for
creating the profile can be useful to add. For CE, there is a globally
accepted uniform standardized allele-calling nomenclature, and companies selling multiplex STR genotyping kits take these standards into
consideration. For MPS, there is no standardization at all. One can
perform MPS on different platforms. There are no standard nomenclature guidelines yet, although there have been a few initiatives recently [25,26]. Even with a standardized nomenclature it would still be
very difficult to squeeze the full spectrum of sequence variation of any
MPS identified STR allele into a short and simple text string unless one
decides to use an allele code system such as used for the HLA system
since 1968 [27]. The main advantage of an allele code system such as
with HLA is that the STR sequence result can be recoded as a very short
allele designator. I see, however, two major disadvantages of such a
STR sequence code. First, one needs a forensic STR nomenclate authority for something (describing sequence variation) that is already in
place for a long time [5], and second, with a code one loses the immediate and direct link with the CE-based STR nomenclature. There are
no logical and certainly no bioinformatics or ICT reasons why a database should not be able to use a relatively long text string (of say
50–100 characters) as allele designators, which is no unrealistic requirement [28]. Thus, I hope that eventually there will be a general
agreement for a fully transparent and fully informative forensic STR
uniform nomenclature system one can use for (the automated) calling
MPS based STR alleles. At present, at least in The Netherlands, MPSbased STR alleles are recoded to their CE alternative and stored in the
National DNA-database with “MPS” as additional remark to flag the
availability of more information than simply the CE-based number of
repeats.

This list of issues is far from complete. I know of at least two other
sources of error that also might influence the interpretation of MPSbased STR genotyping and for which we even know less in the context
of the forensic use of MPS: the formation of chimera molecules during
PCR [29] and jumping tags during the sequence library preparation
[30]. For all of these issues we still lack sufficient and reliable empirical
data. Hence, it might be wise to set up concerted actions / collaborations to gather sufficient data.
The less initiated reader might wonder why she or he should even
consider starting using MPS. With such a list of issues still to solve, and
confronted with a choice for MPS platforms, a choice of MPS interpretation software’s, and only few commercially available MPS-kits, it
seems, at present, prematurely to invest in this new technology. My
answer to this reluctance is fairly simple. If hundreds of laboratories
worldwide are already using MPS to screen DNA samples for
Oncogenetic and/or Clinical Genetic diagnostics, why should we not do
the same? As far as I am concerned, it is about time to get a final grip on
such issues since, as stated before; MPS is, especially in case of mixedsource DNA samples (and who has had no problems with these using
CE?), much better in the deconvolution of the individual contributors
and reveals genetic information that cannot be inferred otherwise. Be
brave, and you will be rewarded!
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It will probably be clear by now that before MPS will be, as CE, a
routine forensic genetic diagnostic tool, there is still a lot to do.
Predominantly this involves a full set of recommendations or guidelines
suggesting criteria for all possible technological, interpretive, and reporting issues. Furthermore a number of practical issues need to be
solved, including accommodating the various National DNA databases
to accept STR alleles identified by means of MPS including the full
spectrum of genetic variation detected. Since, in contrast to CE, there is
a wide array of MPS platforms and software’s enabling MPS results,
developing such recommendations will be more complex as they have
to include a much wider spectrum of issues. In my view, these should
involve, in random order, at least the following issues:
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